Co-op Program | Co-op Program ID | Degree name | UAC Code | Standard degree name | UAC Code |
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- |
UNSW Business School* |  |  |  |  |  |
Accounting & Business Management | ACC | B Commerce (Co-op) | 424600 | B Commerce | 424000 |
Marketing | MKT |  |  |  |  |
Commerce Information Systems | CIS |  |  |  |  |
Actuarial Studies | ACT | B Actuarial Studies (Co-op) | 424620 | B Actuarial Studies | 424300 |
Business Information Systems | BIS | B Information Systems (Co-op) (Honours) | 424640 | B Information Systems | 424500 |
Finance & Banking | FIN | B Commerce (Co-op) (Honours) | 424601 | B Commerce | 424000 |

In all other Co-op Programs, in the faculties of Engineering, and Science, there is no specific UAC code, students need only list the standard UNSW degree UAC code in their preference list.

Faculty of Engineering | Co-op Program ID | Degree name | UAC Code |
--- | --- | --- | --- |
Chemical Engineering | CHM | B Engineering (H) (Chemical or Chemical Product) | 425550 |
Chemical Product Engineering | INC |  |  |  |
Computer Science | CMP | B Science (Computer Science) | 425800 |
Electrical Engineering | ELC | B Engineering (H) (Electrical or Telecommunications) | 425100 |
Mechanical Engineering | MEC | B Engineering (H) (Mechanical) | 425050 |
Mining Engineering | MIN | B Engineering (H) (Mining) | 425300 |
Petroleum Engineering | PET | B Engineering (H) (Petroleum) | 425650 |
Photovoltaics & Solar Energy | PHV | B Engineering (H) (Photovoltaics or Renewable Energy) | 425200 |
Renewable Energy | REN |  |  |  |
Software Engineering | SEN | B Engineering (H) (Software) | 425750 |

Faculty of Science | Co-op Program ID | Degree name | UAC Code |
--- | --- | --- | --- |
Advanced Mathematics | AMT | B Science (Advanced Mathematics) (Honours) | 429300 |
Data Science & Decisions | DSD | B Data Science and Decisions | 429150 |
Materials Science and Engineering | MSA | B Engineering (Materials Science and Engineering) | 429600 |

* Scholarship availability in any program is dependent on sponsorship being secured in the year.

Last updated: April 2021. Information correct at the time of publishing – it is the student’s responsibility to ensure the codes used in their UAC application are correct for entry to the Co-op Program.